Del Monte produces high quality canned corn, cream corn, peas, cherries, and pears at plants in Yakima and

The research at Plant #122 is lead by Chuck Martin. He is in charge of the sweet corn testing

Toppenish for distribution primarily on the west coast and the Pacific Rim. The research plots for sweet corn we were caring for
were under Plant # 122 in Toppenish. This research is used to better the company and put bred varieties into the field for
observation. Here, Del Monte can see how they perform in the climates where they would be growing.

plots and hybrid seed fields. My main responsibility was to care for the research plots with several coworkers.
We were responsible for keeping an eye on the growth of the corn and our main activities included:
•Counting seed and helping plant it
•Weeding throughout the season, and spraying for weeds around the outside of the field
•Counting emergence readings and thinning down plots
•Maintenance on irrigation
•Harvesting corn
•Taking observations of plots, growth of plants, and cob measurements
•Using the machines in the plant to weigh, husk, cut kernels, clean, and finally can each of the plots
•Using laboratory equipment to measure moisture and tenderness of harvested plots
•Entering all observations and records into the research spreadsheets for further evaluation

This
internship

has

allowed me to see the
process of research at first
hand. This summer job has
showed me the amount of
work that comes with
researching, it not only
takes place in labs, but also
out in the field. It is valuable
to have knowledge about
where the food on my plate
comes from. This will help
me in my career as I
continue to contribute to the
world of food. Solutions to
improved yield and better
varieties do not just come
overnight. This internship
also taught me the
importance of accurate
recording. Writing down
wrong observations does
not help Del Monte improve
their business, even if it
looks better on paper.
Communication is included
on proper record keeping
also. On this job, I was
given tasks or was even in
charge for a day, and in
these positions I had to be
responsible for the
observations taken that day
and report back to my
manager. This job has
improved my skills of
communication,
responsibility, and
knowledge in the farming
world.

Left: This is a picture
of us counting seed
to be put into our
plots. Each plot
consisted of four
rows, the two outside
rows consisted of 65
planted seeds and the
inside rows of 75. All
of our tests were
taken from the cobs
grown on the inside
rows, the extra seed
was to ensure the
accuracy of our
observations.

Left: The Del Monte
sweet corn test plots
were surrounded by a
silage corn field. This
is a picture of the
commercial field
around us being
treated with pesticide.
Our plots consist of
the shorter and less
dense corn growing
around my coworker
in this picture. As
you can see she is
holding a hoe; during
May and June, weed
control is our main
job until the corn gets
taller and can
compete with the
weeds.

Left: Here my coworkers are
cleaning our the corn kernel
washer. This area is where we
process the corn cobs and
eventually cut and clean the
kernels.
Right: This is a basket of
cleaned cut corn from one plot,
the moisture and tenderness
will be taken and then weighed
in cans and put on the canning
line. Once the corn is canned,
we label it and store it to be
send on to conferences in the
winter for the head researchers
of Del Monte.

In the beginning of the summer, before the weeds were a problem in our plots, we
were sometimes asked to help in other areas of research. In the picture [above] there
are weeded test plots of beans. In the picture [below], this picture shows me holding
some samples of peas, destined for evaluation to see if the fields are ready to be
harvested.

